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Supporting Information Text15

1. Finite elasticity multimaterial topology optimization using the density approach16

This section presents the relevant technical details about the multimaterial topology optimization design framework based17

on the authors’ previous study (1). We focus on three aspects (elaborated in three subsections): representing multimaterial18

structures and interpolating nonlinear material properties, optimization formulation of the design problem, and problem setup19

used to synthesize the structures.20

A. Representing multimaterial structures and interpolating nonlinear material properties. In multimaterial topology optimiza-21

tion, representing multimaterial designs requires two design fields. The density field, denoted by ρ(x), characterizes the structural22

geometry, and the material field, denoted by ξ(x), defines the distribution of different material phases. For computational23

purpose, we adopt a piece-wise constant representation of the two fields, i.e., ρ(x) =
∑N

e=1 ρeχe(x) and ξ(x) =
∑N

e=1 ξeχe(x),24

where χe(x) is a characteristic function defined by χe(x) = 1 if x ∈ Ωe, and χe(x) = 0 otherwise. Here, Ωe is the domain25

occupied by element e in finite element analysis (FEA), ρe and ξe are the values of the two fields associated with Ωe, and N is26

the total number of elements. The range of ρe and ξe are [0, 1] ∀e. We hereafter refer to ρe and ξe as design variables with the27

corresponding vector representation, ρ and ξ.28

To regularize the design space and improve the discreteness of the final designs, we adopt a smooth Heaviside projection29

(2, 3) to both sets of design variables to obtain the physical density and material variables for representing multimaterial30

structures. The two physical variables are calculated through31

ρ̄e = tanh(βρηρ) + tanh (βρ (ρ̃e − ηρ))
tanh(βρηρ) + tanh(βρ(1 − ηρ))

and ξ̄e = tanh(βξηξ) + tanh(βξ(ξ̃e − ηξ))
tanh(βξηξ) + tanh(βξ(1 − ηξ))

, [S1.1]32

where βρ and βξ are parameters that control the discreteness of the projection, ηρ and ηξ are projection thresholds, and ρ̃e and33

ξ̃e are filtered variables computed by34

ρ̃e =

∑
j∈Ne(Rρ) w (xj) vjρj∑

j∈Ne(Rρ) w (xj) vj
and ξ̃e =

∑
j∈Ne(Rξ) w (xj) vjξj∑

j∈Ne(Rξ) w (xj) vj
, [S1.2]35

where xj is the coordinate of the centroid of element j, vj is the associated element volume, Ne is the neighborhood of36

element e defined by a filter radius R, i.e. Ne(R) = {j : ‖xj − xe‖ ≤ R}, w (xj) is the linear weight function defined as37

w (xj) = R − ‖xj − xe‖, and Rρ and Rξ are filter radii for ρe and ξe, respectively.38

In the composite structures, the physical density variable ρ̄e characterizes the geometry with ρ̄e = 1 and ρ̄e = 0 representing39

solid and void, respectively, and the physical material variable ξ̄e defines the material types with ξ̄e = 1 and ξ̄e = 0 indicating40

PDMS 1 and PDMS 2 for elements with ρ̄e = 1, respectively. By varying the values of ρ̄e and ξ̄e, any geometry and material41

distribution can be represented in the design domain. An illustration of the overall design parameterization is shown in Fig. S1.42

Although this study focuses on composite designs made of two material phases, the design parameterization is extendable to43

more than two material phases.44

Characterization of the mechanical behavior of multimaterial structures is achieved through the interpolation of the stored45

energy functions via the two physical variables ρ̄e and ξ̄e. The interpolated stored elastic energy function of a multimaterial46

structure at a location in element e is computed as (4, 5):47

We

(
ρ̄e, ξ̄e, γe, ue

)
=

[
εp + (1 − εp) ρ̄

pρ
e

] [
ξ̄e

pξ W (1)
e (γe, ue) +

(
1 − ξ̄e

)pξ W (2)
e (γe, ue)

]
, [S1.3]48

where pρ and pξ are the SIMP (3, 6) penalization parameters, εp = 10−6 is a small number to prevent singularity in the state49

equation. To prevent numerical instability in low-density regions, we adopt an effective numerical technique (7) to interpolate50

the stored energy function of material j (W (j)
e ) based on its nonlinear hyperelastic and linear ground state stored energy51

functions through the variable γe. For more details, refer to (1, 7). The interpolated stored energy function captures the52

mechanical behavior of the composite structures illustrated in Fig. S1.53

B. Multimaterial topology optimization for synthesizing programmed structures. This subsection presents the mathematical54

formulation of the multimaterial topology optimization design framework. The design process is constructed as an inverse55

problem, where the maximum error between the actual force predicted by FEA and the prescribed value among n displacement56

control points is minimized by varying the two design variables ρ and ξ. A maximum volume constraint and a von-Mises57

stress constraint are incorporated to regularize and improve the quality of the synthesized structures. Mathematically, the58

formulation is59
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min
ρ, ξ

max
Di

(
F (ρ, ξ, Di) − F ∗(Di)

F̄

)2

+ θ
V (ρ)

V̄
i = 1, ..., n

s.t. r
(
ρ, ξ, ui

)
= 0, i = 1, ..., n

V (ρ)
V̄

≤ 1

max
e

σV M
e (ρ, ξ, un)

σ̄ (ρ, ξ)
≤ 1, e = 1, ..., N

0 ≤ ρe ≤ 1, e = 1, ..., N

0 ≤ ξe ≤ 1, e = 1, ..., N

[S1.6]60

where Di are the ith control point in the assigned displacement range
[
D0, D1]

, F (Di) and F ∗(Di) are the actual and prescribed61

forces at Di, F̄ is a normalization factor defined as F̄ = 1/n
∑n

j=1 F ∗(Dj), n is the total number of control points, V is the62

total volume of the design, V̄ is the assigned volume limit, ui is the displacement vector at the ith control point, and θ is a63

volume penalization factor set to 0.01. The volume penalization term θ V (ρ)
V̄

eliminates potential superfluous materials when64

the volume constraint is inactive. Variable σV M
e is the element-averaged von-Mises stress at the final control point, and σ̄65

is the assigned limit of the von-Mises stress that accounts for distinct values for the two material phases. The von-Mises66

stress constraint is incorporated to prevent failure and the appearance of extremely thin members and unrealistically large67

deformation in the final synthesized structures. The constraint accounts for both distinct nonlinear behaviors and strengths68

of different materials through interpolation. The von-Mises stress is adopted as an effective measure to control the level of69

distorsional deformation instead of the physical indicator of materials’ failure. Note that other equivalent stress measures for70

soft materials can also be used.71

C. Problem setup for synthesizing programmed structures. The domain and boundary conditions shown in Fig. 1A of the72

main text are used to synthesize the composite structures through topology optimization. The domain is fixed on the left, right,73

and bottom sides, with a distributed load at the center of the top side. The planar size of the domain (width W × height74

H) is 80.0 mm × 80.0 mm or 120.0 mm ×80.0 mm, and the thickness is 6.0, 10.0, or 15.0 mm. Mechanically, a plane stress75

condition is assumed because we investigated structures with out-of-plane thicknesses much smaller than the planar dimensions.76

The 6.0-mm thickness is used for tension-dominated designs to avoid local wrinkling. The 10.0- or 15.0-mm thicknesses are77

used for compression-dominated designs to prevent out-of-plane buckling during testing. The overall dimensions are chosen78

such that the peak force is below 50.0 N for the fabricated structures, as a 100.0-N load cell is suitable in such cases.79

D. Optimization algorithm and parameters. The constrained optimization problem Eq. (S1.6) is solved by the Method of Moving80

Asymptotes (MMA) (8), which utilizes a sequential convex approximation/programming algorithm. At each optimization step,81

MMA forms an approximated convex subproblem using first-order gradients of the objective and constraint functions. The82

subproblem is then solved using a primal-dual interior point algorithm. The gradients are obtained by the adjoint method of83

sensitivity analysis. For more details, readers are referred to (1).84

To use MMA, the min-max problem Eq. (S1.6) is equivalently transformed to a bound formulation (9), in which the objective85

function is replaced with an additional bounding variable, and the n force errors are formed as n inequality constraints with the86

requirement of their values being smaller than the bounding variable. Together with the volume and stress constraints, there87

are n + 2 inequality constraints in the bound formulation. Correspondingly, the values of the key parameters in MMA used in88

this study are a0 = 1 (corresponding to the bounding variable in the objective function), aj = 1, j = 1, ..., n (corresponding to89

the bounding variable in the n force error constraint functions), an+1 = an+2 = 0 (corresponding to the volume and stress90

constraints) to activate the Min-Max formulation in MMA using the bound formulation, cj = 100, j = 1, ..., n + 1, cn+2 = 6000,91

dj = 0, j = 1, ..., n + 2.92

E. Guidelines for selecting physically achievable responses. The prescribed target force-displacement curves need to be93

physically realizable for the optimization to admit solutions with good accuracy. This subsection provides two mechanics-94

informed conditions to help select the types of target responses that are physically realizable. The first condition states that any95

physically realizable target response, denoted by F (D), needs to induce non-negative stored energy in the structure during the96

entire deformation process, namely, W (D) =
∫ D

0 F (x) dx ≥ 0 for any D ∈ [0, Dmax] with Dmax being the maximum prescribed97

displacement. This condition is particularly useful for defining multistable responses where the target curves pass through the98

zero-force axis. In such cases, the accumulated positive work defined by the part of F-D curve, which is above the zero-force99

axis, should be larger than the negative work defined by the part of the F-D curve below the axis.100

The second condition states that any force value on a physically realizable target response needs to be bounded by101

the maximum reaction force that can be achieved by any structure (with a given prescribed volume) at the corresponding102

displacement level. In practice, we can obtain an upper bound curve by taking the envelope of the maximized reaction103

forces of a structure (determined by a separate minimum-compliance topology optimization process) under a set of prescribed104
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displacement levels, Di ∈ [0, Dmax]. For more details, the readers are referred to (1). All physically realizable target responses105

need to entirely fall below or on this upper bound curve106

In addition to the above conditions, which need to be strictly satisfied, we also observe the smoothness and continuity of107

the target response also affect the accuracy of the optimization solution (although in a much less significant manner). We108

notice that smoother (i.e., without kinks) target curves are generally more easily and accurately achieved by optimization. On109

the other hand, those with non-smooth sharp corners are more challenging but still sometimes possible to attain because the110

optimization formulation only enforces fitting at a set of finite discrete points on the target response.111

F. Feasibility of the restricted/regularized solution space. The optimization formulation Eq. (S1.6) incorporates stress constraint112

and design regularization techniques (1–3), such as density filter and Heaviside projection, to ensure the optimized structures113

are manufacturable (i.e., have minimum length scale) and fully functional (i.e., free of premature failure) throughout loading.114

The incorporation of those constraints and regularization techniques restrict the solution space of feasible designs. Thus, in115

addition to above mentioned physical attainability of target curves, the choices of parameters in stress constraint and design116

regularizations also influence whether solutions exist for a given target response. Improper choice of those parameters (e.g., too117

tight stress constraint upper bounds or too large filter radii) could potentially lead to an overly-restricted feasible solution118

space, which excludes those structures capable of realizing the target response. In practice, those parameters need to be tuned119

to achieve a balance between the manufacturability, functionality, and sufficiently large solution space.120

G. Challenges in digitally synthesizing structures with accurate programmed responses. Solving the optimization problem121

Eq. (S1.6) has several challenges due to the nonconvexity of the optimization problem, the nonlinear constitutive relation of122

multiple materials, and large deformations. We identify three main challenges and discuss the techniques to alleviate/overcome123

them.124

First, the optimization formulation contains a non-differentiable maximum operator in its objective. To overcome this, we125

adopt the bound formulation (9), which transforms the non-differentiable formulation into a fully differentiable one. The bound126

formulation is a popular choice in the literature and is shown to deliver solutions with good accuracy.127

Second, the inverse optimization problem is nonconvex. Thus, multiple local minima may exist, and the solution to the128

optimization problem depends on the initial guess. Some local minima have large objective values (i.e., larger fitting errors), and129

thus, the corresponding structure has a poor-fitting to the target response. To alleviate the difficulty related to nonconvexity,130

we use multiple initial guesses for the optimization to obtain multiple local minima and choose the optimized structure with131

the smallest fitting error.132

Third, the consideration of large deformation, highly nonlinear materials, and local and global instability in slender members133

constitute a challenge for solving the nonlinear state equation, which is required in the optimization. The solution of the highly134

nonlinear state equation can be challenging to attain and non-unique. We address this challenge by using small loading steps135

for the Newton-Raphson method enhanced with an Armijo line search scheme (10, 11).136

2. Fabrication, characterization, and modeling of PDMS elastomers137

A. Fabrication and material test of PDMS elastomers. PDMS with 10:1 and 20:1 base-agent ratios are used, i.e., PDMS 1138

and PDMS 2, respectively. Dog-bone and circular-column samples are fabricated for uniaxial tension and compression tests,139

respectively, using PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) that is mixed with dye prior to curing. That is, for the two PDMS to140

be visually distinguishable, the PDMS 1 and 2 are dyed blue and red, respectively. The dye-to-PDMS (base + agent) mass141

ratio is 0.15%. The PDMS base, curing agent, and dye are mixed simultaneously by hand stirring for 20 min. The mixed142

liquid is degassed under a -80.0 kPa atmosphere for 60 min for bubble removal. The liquid is then poured into 3D printed143

molds and cured at 80 ◦C for 60 min. The fabricated dog-bone and circular-column samples are shown in Fig. S2. The sample144

dimensions are determined according to ASTM D412-16 and ASTM D575-91. A total of six dog-bone and six circular-column145

samples are tested for both the PDMS 1 and 2. All samples are tested on an MTS Criterion 43 loading machine with a 5.0-mm146

min-1 overhead speed. For the tension tests, 500.0- and 100.0-N load cells are used for PDMS 1 and 2, respectively. For the147

compression tests, a 5.0-kN load cell is used for both PDMS.148

B. Mechanical model of PDMS elastomers. The characterization of the PDMS behavior is based on uniaxial tension test and149

verified with uniaxial compression test. The uniaxial tension and compression tests and data are demonstrated in Fig. 1A of150

the main text.151

The test data of nominal stress and stretch are fitted using an isotropic, incompressible Lopez-Pamies (LP) hyperelastic152

model (12), which is shown to possess high flexibility and accuracy in describing various types of hyperelastic materials (12).153

The stored-energy function of the LP model is154

W (I1) =
M∑

r=1

31−αr

2αr
μr (Iαr

1 − 3αr ) , [S2.1]155

where I1 is the first principal invariant of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, and αr and μr are material parameters156
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determined through curve fitting. Under uniaxial condition, the relation between nominal stress P11 and stretch λ is:157

P11 = λ3 − 1
λ4 + 2λ

M∑
r=1

31−αr μr

(
λ2 + 2λ−1)αr

. [S2.2]158

This study uses a two-term model, i.e., M = 2. Based on least-square fit, the four material parameters for each of the two159

PDMS are obtained, and they are α1 = 5.2942, μ1 = 0.3385, α2 = −4.8270, μ2 = 0.2245 for the 10:1 PDMS, and α1 = 2.9798,160

μ1 = 0.0276, α2 = −0.0783, μ2 = 0.1478 for the 20:1 PDMS, respectively.161

3. Simulation, fabrication, and experimental setup for synthesized structures162

A. Generating body-fitted FE mesh and mold models for the synthesized composite structures. Although the multimaterial163

topology optimization framework has an embedded, in-house FEA function to model finite elasticity, it is based on a fixed164

mesh where the geometry of the structure is represented by the two physical variables (i.e., ρ̄ and ξ̄), which may contain a165

small number of non-discrete elements. To identify the discrete boundary of the structural geometry for fabrication purposes166

(and verify the fixed-mesh FEA results), we use refined body-fitted mesh to discretize the original synthesized structures and167

perform an additional FEA with this body-fitted mesh. The procedure of obtaining the refined body-fitted mesh is shown in168

Fig. S3A. First, we generate an isocontour representing the boundary of the structures based on the distribution of physical169

density ρ̄. The contour is input into the CAD module of Abaqus to create the geometry of the structures. Then, the geometry170

is meshed in Abaqus by a much larger number of linear triangle elements than the original fixed mesh used in the multimaterial171

topology optimization, generating the refined body-fitted mesh. With regard to the distribution of different materials in the172

body-fitted mesh, the material variable therein are obtained by interpolating material variable ξ̄ in the fixed mesh based on173

element locations. Finally, the body-fitted mesh with the associated information of material distribution is exported and174

used in the in-house FE program to analyze the fabricated structures. The force-displacement response obtained using the175

body-fitted mesh precisely matches the one using the fixed mesh in the multimaterial topology optimization framework. The176

force-displacement responses presented in this work are obtained from the FEA using the body-fitted mesh. In addition to the177

verification of the fixed-mesh FEA, the body-fitted mesh is used to generate STL files for creating the additive manufacturing178

models for the molds.179

B. 3D-printed molds, loading frames, and loading blocks. The molds for fabricating all samples, loading frames, and loading180

blocks are 3D-printed using the Prusa MK3S+ fused deposition modeling (FDM) printer, as shown in Fig. S3B. The molds are181

printed using PETG filaments with a glass transitional temperature of approximately 90 ◦C , which is above the temperature182

for curing of PDMS. The loading blocks are printed with PLA filaments and glued with the multimaterial structures. To183

increase the adhesion strength, the surface of the loading blocks to be glued with the samples is manually roughened.184

C. Fabrication of synthesized composite structures. Fig. S4 A illustrates the design of both molds, and Fig. S4 B shows the185

application of the two molds during fabrication. For mold design (Fig. S4 A), starting with a two-material optimized structure186

obtained by multimaterial topology optimization, we get the geometry of 1) the PDMS 1 regions of the structure (corresponding187

to Mold 1), and 2) the geometry of the entire structure (PDMS 1 and PDMS 2, corresponding to Mold 2). The two geometries188

are then input into CAD software to create the CAD models of the two molds ready for 3D printing. Both molds are then 3D189

printed using Fused Deposition Modeling machines with PETG filament. For mold application during fabrication (Fig. S4 B),190

PDMS 1 is first poured into Mold 1 and half-cured to a half solid state. The half-cured PDMS 1 regions are then removed from191

Mold 1 and inserted into Mold 2, leaving empty slots only for the PDMS 2 regions in Mold 2, after which PDMS 2 is poured192

into the slots. Here, both the half-cured solid PDMS 1 regions and Mold 2 jointly serve as “mold” for the liquid state PDMS 2.193

Finally, the entire structure in Mold 2 is cured to the full solid state, which completes the fabrication. The fabricated samples194

are glued to 3D-printed frames (Fig. S3B) and loading blocks that are gripped by the loading machine.195

D. Experimental setup for testing synthesized structures. All fabricated specimens are loaded until failure using an MTS196

Criterion 43 loading machine with a 100.0-N load cell and a 5.0-mm min-1 overhead loading speed. The histories of the loaded197

displacement and force are recorded. A camera (SONY α7R) is placed in front of each loading specimen to film the loading198

process.199

4. Experimental validation of interfacial bonding strength200

The proposed fabrication process (Fig. S4 B) employs a natural interfacial bonding of the two PDMS materials. This section201

demonstrates that the proposed natural interfacial bonding can produce sufficient interfacial strength between the two PDMS202

materials. We designed and fabricated the samples shown in Fig. S5 A using the 10:1 (blue) and 20:1 (red) PDMS. The203

interfaces of three types of samples form 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ to the horizontal direction, respectively. The thickness of each sample204

is approximately 2.5 mm. The two ends of the fabricated samples are glued to the 3D-printed loading blocks gripped by the205

loading machine. The samples are all loaded in tension, and their fracture/failure locations are recorded. All samples (with206

three interfacial angles) failed within the main body of the samples near the loading block as indicated in Fig. S5 A, and none207

failed near or along the interfaces. The experiment validates that the natural interfacial bonding of the two materials fabricated208
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using the proposed process is sufficiently strong, and therefore, interfacial failure is unlikely to occur in the multimaterial209

structures.210

The experimental force-displacement responses of the three specimens are also plotted and compared with the FEA (Fig. S5211

A) based on the fitted material model. It can be seen that the FEA accurately predicted the force magnitude, stiffness, and212

shape of the force-displacement curves. The 90◦ specimen is the stiffest as the PDMS 1 (stiffer) is connecting in parallel with213

the PDMS 2, and the 0◦ and 45◦ specimens are much softer as the PDMS 2 is connected in series with the PDMS 1.214

In addition to the interfacial strength tests, the stronger interfacial strength (than PDMS 2) is also reflected in the failure of215

synthesized structure Dsgs. IX, X, and XII, as shown in Fig. S5 B. In these structures, the lower thin bars are made of the216

weaker material (red-PDMS 2) and have interfaces with the stronger material (blue-PDMS 1) on the top, as highlighted in Fig.217

S5 B. The (red-PDMS 2) members are subjected to a deformation close to the uniaxial tension state. As shown in Fig. S5 B,218

all three structures fractured and failed at the lower part of the PDMS 2 bars instead of at the interfaces, demonstrating the219

higher interfacial strength relative to the strength of the weaker material. Hence, interfacial failure did not happen in the220

synthesized structures presented in the manuscript.221

The relatively higher interfacial strength depends on the level of stress concentration and defects, which relate to the222

geometry of the structure and fabrication quality. The use of stress constraint in multimaterial topology optimization can223

effectively alleviate high-stress concentration related to the geometry of the structure. In addition, interfacial failures can224

happen if defects (e.g., bubbles) concentrate at the interface, which could lead to stress concentration and trigger premature225

failure.226

5. Influence of small regions made of PDMS 2 on the force-displacement response227

The section studies the influence of the small regions made of PDMS 2 (the weaker material) in the synthesized structures has228

an non-negligible impact on the force-displacement responses. Using FEA, we investigate the responses of Dsg. I and Dsgs IX -229

XI with either 1) the PDMS 2 parts on the top half of the structures removed, or 2) replaces the PDMS 2 with PDMS 1.230

A. Dsg. I. Fig. S6 shows the investigation of Dsg. I, with Dsg. I R1 referring to the structure with PDMS 2 region removed,231

and Dsg. I R2 referring to the structure with PDMS 2 region replaced by PDMS 1. In terms of mechanical behavior, the232

PDMS 2 plays an important role. This is illustrated in the plot of force-displacement response and fitting errors in Fig. S6 The233

absence of PDMS 2 (Dsg. I R1) leads to mild stiffness decrease but considerable force decrease (1.9 N, 11%), as the output234

force is the accumulation of stiffness. The softening is mainly caused by the unavailability of vertical stiffness from PDMS 2.235

Replacing PDMS 2 with PDMS 1 (Dsg. I R2) modestly increases the stiffness but considerably boosts the force. The increase236

in final force is approximately 2.8 N (16%). As a result, the response curve fitting error increases from 0.3989 (Dsg. I) to237

1.8991 in Dsg. I R1 and to 2.7664 in Dsg. I R2. In terms of deformation, the PDMS 2 also has a non-negligible impact. This238

can be seen in the fringe plots of the maximum principal stretch of three structures. For Dsg. I, the stretch of the red PDMS239

and the two stripes of PDMS 1 both reach approximately 1.3. In Dsg. I R1, due to the absence of PDMS 2, the stretch in the240

PDMS 1 stripes reaches 1.5, and in Dsg. I R2, the stretch in the same region is about 1.2. In this regard, PDMS 2 impacts the241

local deformation distribution within PDMS 1. In summary, the increases in the fitting error, changes in the output forces and242

local deformations show the non-negligible role of PDMS 2 in the accurate programming of mechanical response for Dsg. I.243

B. Dsgs. IX - XI. Figs. S7, S8, and S9 show the investigations of Dsgs. IX - XI, with labels R1 referring to structures with the244

top PDMS 2 regions removed, and R2 referring to structures with PDMS 2 (and void) regions replaced with PDMS 1. As245

shown in Fig. S7, for Dsg. IX, removal of the PDMS 2 on the top half decreases the stiffness at the early stage (as shown in246

FD response of Dsg. IX R1) and increases the final force at the later stage, deteriorating the fitting. The fitting error increases247

from 1.1199 to 2.4970. Moreover, the absence of the PDMS 2 regions considerably reduces the constraint from the top-loading248

area, resulting in an asymmetric overall deformed configuration at the end, as shown in Dsg. IX R1. On the other hand, the249

replacement of the PDMS 2 with PDMS 1 has a less significant but noticeable impact on the response, as shown in Dsg. IX R2250

curve. Before 10mm displacement, Dsg. IX R2 shows slightly higher stiffness than Dsg. IX as expected, which leads to a worse251

fit than the original Dsg. IX. The maximum force error grows to 1.7406 from 1.1199. After 10mm displacement, the overall252

peak force of Dsg. IX R2 is largely the same as the original Dsg. IX.253

For Dsg. X, as shown in Fig. S8, the removal of PDMS 2 also significantly reduces the stiffness and peak force at the254

first half of the loading (Dsg. X R1), resulting in an increased fitting error from 1.5182 (Dsg. X) to 2.2501 (Dsg. X R1).255

The replacement of PDMS 2 with PDMS 1 slightly increases the initial stiffness and decreases the peak force before 20 mm256

displacement (Dsg. X R2). Near the end, the peak force of Dsg. X R2 is largely the same as the original Dsg. X. The fitting of257

Dsg. X R2 is slightly worse than the original Dsg. X, with a maximum force error of 1.7857. As highlighted in the zoomed-in258

plots of Fig. S8, the maximum error of Dsg. X R2 appears at a control point different from that of Dsg. X.259

For Dsg. XI, as shown in Fig. S9, both removal and replacement of PDMS 2 regions impact the stiffness and peak force.260

The removal of PDMS 1 (Dsg. XI R1) leads to an apparent decrease in initial stiffness and force near the kink of the curve,261

leading to an FD response that deviates more from the target and resulting in a maximum force error of 1.8385 as compared to262

1.1693 in Dsg. IX. The replacement of both the PDMS 2 and the opening by PDMS 1 (Dsg. XI R2) drastically boosts both263

the stiffness at the early stage and the peak forces at the later stage, which again deteriorates the fitting, with a maximum264

force error of 3.5996.265
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Based on the above analysis, we show the regions with PDMS 2 in the top-half of Dsgs. IX – XI have non-negligible266

influences on the force-displacement responses and fitting quality. Removal and modification of those regions worsen the fitting267

accuracy of the response.268

6. Structures programmed with long plateaus269

This section demonstrates the capability of the proposed framework to program exact length of plateau phases. The results270

supplement the structures with long plateaus (Dsgs. IX - XII) by presenting synthesized structures exhibiting force plateaus271

with a longer spanning displacement than those in Dsgs. IX - XII. Through multimaterial topology optimization, we obtain272

a family of two composite structures (Dsgs. XIII and XIV) in Fig. S10A, programmed with the two targets in Fig. S10B.273

Both targets have a plateau spanning 30.0 mm displacement, which is three times the displacement of the linear phase and274

longer than the plateau of Dsgs. IX - XII. The two structures (Dsgs. XIII and XIV) show similar overall features as Dsgs. IX -275

XII, with two arms made of PDMS 1 attached to both sides and a member made of PDMS 2 connected to the bottom. The276

underlying mechanisms are also similar. The buckling of the two arms lead to the acute decrease in stiffness and the entering277

of the plateau phase, and the combined mechanism of the post-buckling arms and axially stretching members produces the278

long plateaus. A key difference in Dsg. XIII and Dsg. XIV is that the angle of the arms at the final deformed state is more279

inclined, whereas the arms in the deformed state of Dsgs. IX and X are overall horizontal. As shown in Fig. S10B, both280

designs accurately achieve the target responses in both the force magnitudes and the spanning displacement of the plateau.281

This demonstrates that, through multimaterial topology optimization, purely elastic materials can be programmed to realize282

the “yielding” behavior with tunable “yield strengths” and “yielding range”.283

7. Multimaterial versus single material synthesized structures284

This section illustrates the expanded design space as a result of using multiple materials as compared to a single material.285

Through two design optimization problems, we show that using two PDMS can achieve force-displacement responses unattainable286

by using only one PDMS.287

The first design problem demonstrates that the multimaterial topology optimization blends the two different types of288

material nonlinearity from the two PDMS to accurately achieve a linear target response over a large deformation, which could289

not be attained by using either of the two PDMS alone. Shown in Fig. S11B, the target curve is linear with a 32.0 mm290

loaded displacement (40 % of the domain height) and a corresponding 45 N force. The synthesized structures (FEA) using291

two PDMS, only PDMS 1, and only PDMS 2 are shown in Fig. S11A, with their corresponding responses (FEA) shown in292

Fig. S11B. The multimaterial structure achieves an accurate fit to the linear target with a maximum absolute error of 0.55293

N, whereas the PDMS 1 structure has a poorer fit with the error 2.66 N, and the PDMS 2 structure has the worst with294

error 23.76 N. Although the PDMS 1 structure has a similar overall force magnitude to the target’s, the positive curvature of295

the force-displacement curve inherited from the PDMS 1 material behavior cannot be eliminated, resulting in the poorer fit296

compared to the multimaterial structure. The PDMS 2 structure’s poor fit is an result of the soft behavior of PDMS 2, which297

could not produce forces with magnitudes near the target force. The accurate fit of the multimaterial structure comes from298

the optimized distribution of the two materials: the parts made of two PDMS consist of a “spring in series” system which299

adjusts both the force magnitude and shape of the force-displacement curve. The “springs in series” behavior is demonstrated300

in the deformed configuration, where high concentration of deformation appears in the softer PDMS 2 region (i.e., a typical301

phenomenon of the serial spring system). Notice that both materials are nonlinear, and PDMS 1 tends to produce response302

with positive curvatures while PDMS 2 tends to produce negative curvatures. As a result, using either material alone cannot303

accurately attain the zero-curvature linear target response. By contrast, optimizing using two highly nonlinear materials, the304

multimaterial structure accurately achieves the linear force-displacement response.305

The second design problem demonstrates the employed multimaterial framework optimizes the mixing of different material306

nonlinarities under large deformations to realize the precise fit of a trilinear target curve with a 40.0 mm loaded displacement307

(Fig. S11D). The optimized multimaterial design is shown in Fig. S11C. In addition, we investigate three design cases employing308

only PDMS 1. The first single material case (Mat. 1A in Fig. S11C) shares the same initial guess as the multimaterial design.309

The second and third cases (Mat. 1B and Mat. 1C in Fig. S11C, respectively) use the multimaterial optimized structure as an310

initial guess, but with the bottom PDMS 2 member replaced by two thin and curved PDMS 1 members, which play a similar311

mechanical role as the original PDMS 2 member. The Mat. 1B and Mat. 1C cases use different optimization parameters312

and are expected to lead to different optimized results. Fig. S11C-D shows the structures of the two-PDMS case and three313

one-PDMS cases with their corresponding force-displacement responses. As revealed in Fig. S11D, only the multimaterial314

design leads to accurate fit of the trilinear target, and the three one-material structures have poor fittings. As discussed in315

the main text, the optimal mixing of the material nonlinearity from the PDMS 2 member and the geometric and material316

nonlinearity from the buckling of the PDMS 1 arms lead to the precise fit of the target. In contrast to the multimaterial design,317

the Mat. 1A structure consists of only two arms and does not have a slender member attached to the bottom. The force of the318

Mat. 1A is much lower than the target’s at the initial and final stage, and higher at the middle stage, resulting in the poor fit.319

For the Mat.1B and Mat.1C cases, the structures possess two straight arms attached to the sides and two curved, slender320

members connected to the bottom. The buckling of the two arms lead to the softening of the force-displacement responses,321

and the final stretch of the two arms as well as the two thin members cause the final stiffening. Both responses are far-off322

from the target and could not exhibit the acute changes in stiffness. The comparison of the three one-material structures with323
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the multimaterial design shows that although the second material (PDMS 2) constitutes only a relatively small part of the324

multimaterial design, it effectively adjusts the total force output and the shape of the response through its distinct material325

nonlinearity from PDMS 1.326

8. Analytical nonlinear spring model for constructing heterogeneous architectures327

As illustrated in Fig. S12A, the nonlinear spring model represents a corresponding structure with the same force-displacement328

relation. The nonlinear springs are then assembled into a spring network system representing the constructed material329

architecture with DOFs being the nodal vertical displacement. The construction is based on two basic assembly patterns: series330

and parallel. As shown in Fig. S12A, when three identical springs are assembled in parallel, the force is magnified by three331

at the same displacement compared to the single spring. On the other hand, when the springs are connected in series, the332

displacement is magnified by three to produce the same force as in the single spring. In addition, when different structures are333

connected in series, the order of assembly does not alter the total force-displacement response, because the force is identical334

throughout the series, and deformations are summed. This is illustrated in Fig. S12B, where the Dsgs. IV - VI structures335

(from main text) with varied force-displacement responses are connected in series with different assembly orders, and the336

force-displacement responses (at the top) are identical.337

Based on these important observations, we construct the three metastructures in Fig. 6 of the main text. To obtain the full338

force-displacement response where displacement snap-back can occur in the buckling structures, the assembled spring system339

is loaded incrementally by a hybrid force-displacement scheme and solved using a modified generalized displacement control340

method (MGDCM) (13). The internal force vector and tangential stiffness matrix are computed based on the first and second341

derivatives of the total potential energy W with respect to the displacement. The expression for W is342

W (u1, ..., us) =
m∑

r=1

Wr(dr(u1, ..., us)) =
m∑

r=1

∫ dr

0
Fr(z) dz, [S6.1]343

where uj is jth DOF among a total of s DOFs, dr is the axial deformation (i.e., difference of the two DOFs at the two nodes) of344

the rth spring (a total of m springs), which is computed by the difference of the DOFs at the two connecting nodes. Function345

Wr(dr(u1, ..., un)) is the stored energy function of the rth spring with Fr(z) is the force-displacement relation of the rth spring346

at deformation z, which is the same as the force-displacement response of the corresponding synthesized structure. Based on347

Eq. (S6.1), the entries of the internal force vector are computed by348

∂W

∂ui
=

m∑
r=1

m∑
p=1

∂Wr

∂dp

∂dp

∂ui
=

m∑
r=1

Fr(dr)∂dr

∂ui
. [S6.2]349

The entries of the stiffness matrix are computed by350

∂2W

∂ui∂uj
=

m∑
r=1

m∑
p=1

(
m∑

q=1

∂2Wr

∂dp∂dq

∂dp

∂uj

∂dq

∂ui
+ ∂Wr

∂dp

∂2dp

∂ui∂uj
). [S6.3]351

Notice that in the assembled spring system, no rotation is present, and therefore, the second term in Eq. (S6.3) accounting for352

geometric effect is zero. Also, ∂2Wr
∂dp∂dq

is non-zero only when p = q = r, and d2Wr

dd2
r

= dFr
ddr

, which is computed via the central353

difference of the force-displacement curve.354
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Fig. S1. Design representation of a multimaterial composite structures using filtering and smooth Heaviside projection.
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10:1 PDMS sheet for cutting
of dog-bone samples

20:1 PDMS sheet for cutting
of dog-bone samples

10:1 and 20:1 PDMS
circular column samples

Fig. S2. Fabricated 10:1 and 20:1 PDMS sheets for cutting of dog-bone samples (Scale bar: 50 mm) and PDMS circular column samples (Scale bar: 10 mm).
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Isocontrour &
Abaqus model

Optimized unit designs
with fixed mesh

A

B

Body-fitted mesh
by Abaqus

In-house FE model
with body-fitted mesh 

Mold model for 3D printing

Fig. S3. Body-fitted FE mesh, mold models, and 3D-printed molds and frames. (A) Procedure of generating body-fitted mesh and CAD models of molds. (B) 3D-printed molds
and frames using PLA and PETG filaments. (Scale bars: 40 mm)
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Mold 1 Mold 2
3D-printed molds

Synthesized
design

Subtract geometry

of PDMS 1 parts

Obtain outline of entire
structure (PDMS 1 + PDMS 2)

Create CAD models
of two molds

Mold 1

Mold 2

Obtain outline
of PDMS 1 parts

Cure at 80 °C
for 15-25 min,

take out
Pour PDMS 1

to Mold 1

Insert to Mold 2,
pour PDMS 2

B.

A.

Rest for 7 days,
glue loading blocks

Cure at 80 °C
for 1 hr, take outTest

Fig. S4. Design of the two-mold system and the proposed fabrication method. (A) Design procedure of the two molds. (B) Detailed steps of the proposed two-level casting
fabrication. (Scale bars: 20 mm.)
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Dsg. IX
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Fig. S5. Experimental validation of interfacial strength between two PDMS. (A) Uniaxial tension specimens with 0-degree, 90-degree, and 45-degree interfaces and
corresponding force-displacement responses. (B) Failure of Dsgs. IX, X, and XII. (Scale bars: 30 mm.)
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Fig. S6. Impact of PDMS 2 region on the response of Dsg. I.
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Fig. S7. Impact of PDMS 2 region on the response of Dsg. IX.
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Fig. S8. Impact of PDMS 2 region on the response of Dsg. X.
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Fig. S9. Impact of PDMS 2 region on the response of Dsg. XI.
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Optimized designs (FEA)
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Target curves v.s. FD curves (FEA)A B
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Fig. S10. Multimaterial structures synthesized with 30.0 mm force plateaus and different plateaus forces. (A) A family of two optimized multimaterial designs. (B) Corresponding
target and FEA responses.
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Optimized designs (FEA)
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Target curves v.s. FD curves (FEA)
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Fig. S11. Multimaterial v.s. one-material structures. (A) Synthesized structures for the linear target curve with two materials, Material 1 alone, and Material 2 alone. High
concentration of deformation appears in the Material 2 part of the multimaterial design, indicating the “serial spring” effect. (B) Target points and force-displacement responses
(FEA) of the three structures. The multimaterial design has the best fit (0.55 error), whereas the two one-material designs have much worse fits (2.66 error and 23.76 error,
respectively). (C) Synthesized structures for the trilinear target curve with two materials and three cases with only Material 1. (D) Target and FEA responses of the four
structures.
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(nonlinear springs)

FD response of assembled system
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alter the FD response)
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Fig. S12. Analytical nonlinear spring model and assembly demonstration. (A) Development of the equivalent analytical spring model to represent one programmed structures
and the force-displacement responses of a parallel system and a series system made of the same spring. Compared to the force-displacement response of single spring, the
parallel system magnifies the force and does not alter the displacement, and the series system magnifies the displacement and does not alter the force magnitude. (B) Series
system made of 3 different springs representing 3 different synthesized structures and the corresponding force-displacement response. Varying the assembly order within the
column does not alter the system’s force-displacement response.
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Movie S1. Digital synthesis, fabrication, and experimental validation of Dsgs. I - III.355

Movie S2. Experimental validation of Dsg. VIII356

Movie S3. Experiment of self-recover (Dsg. VI) v.s. self-lock (Dsg. VIII)357

Movie S4. Experimental validation of Dsg. IX358

Movie S5. Analytical model v.s. FEA: architecture with three-plateau response359
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